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[1] This paper describes new capabilities for operational geomagnetic Disturbance storm time (Dst) index
forecasts. We present a data-driven, deterministic algorithm called Anemomilos for forecasting Dst out to a
maximum of 6 days for large, medium, and small storms, depending upon transit time to the Earth. This
capability is used for operational satellite management and debris avoidance in Low Earth Orbit (LEO).
Anemomilos has a 15min cadence, 1h time granularity, 144h prediction window (+6 days), and up to 1h
latency. A new finding is that nearly all flare events above a certain irradiance threshold, occurring within a
defined solar longitude/latitude region and having sufficient estimated liftoff velocity of ejected material,
will produce a geoeffective Dst perturbation. Three solar observables are used for operational Dst
forecasting: flare magnitude, integrated flare irradiance through time, and event location. Magnitude is a
proxy for ejecta quantity or mass and, combined with speed derived from the integrated flare irradiance,
represents the kinetic energy. Speed is estimated as the line-of-sight velocity for events within 45° radial of
solar disk center. Storms resulting from high-speed streams emanating from coronal holes are not modeled
or predicted. A new result is that solar disk, not limb, observable features are used for predictive techniques.
Comparisons between Anemomilos predicted and measured Dst for every hour over 25 months in three
continuous time frames between 2001 (high solar activity), 2005 (low solar activity), and 2012 (rising solar
activity) are shown. TheAnemomilos operational algorithmwas developed for a specific customer use related
to thermospheric mass density forecasting. It is an operational space weather technology breakthrough
using solar disk observables to predict geomagnetically effective Dst up to several days at 1h time
granularity. Real-time forecasts are presented at http://sol.spacenvironment.net/~sam_ops/index.html?
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1. Introduction
[2] An ability to make short-term forecasts of solar ener-

getic processes is important for operational space systems
users. Forecasts of solar irradiances responsible for thermo-
spheric low- and mid-latitude heating as well as of charged
particles that lead to high-latitude heating are important for

thermospheric density models such as Jacchia-Bowman
2008 (JB2008) [Bowman et al., 2008a, 2008b]. JB2008 provides
accurate thermospheric mass densities useful for Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite orbital operations. Such forecasts
typically supportmission planning activities (hours-to-days)
and executions of command (minutes-to-hours).
[3] Pre-event probabilistic solar forecasts have been previ-

ously developed for solar flares and coronal mass ejections
(CMEs) [e.g., Barnes et al., 2007; Falconer et al., 2011]. Solar
flares are explosive releases of magnetic energy manifest in
the solar atmosphere by sudden brightenings of electromag-
netic radiation at hard X-rays through far ultraviolet (FUV)
and visible to radio wavelengths. CMEs are inhomogeneous
streams/clouds of energetic charged particles that escape
from the solar atmosphere into the heliosphere.
Probabilisticmethods can improve the qualitative prediction
for the occurrence of large, disruptive events at Earth.
[4] Event-driven persistence and recurrence linear predic-

tive solar irradiance forecasts have been used in operational
solar irradiance forecasting [Tobiska, 2003; Tobiska and
Bouwer, 2006] while statistical, neural network, or other tech-
niques have been used for short-term (hours) geomagnetic
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(Disturbance storm time index—Dst) forecasting [e.g.,
Burton et al., 1975; Valdivia et al., 1996; Chen et al., 1997;
O’Brien andMcPherron, 2000; and Temerin and Li, 2002]. In this
paper, we describe a newDst predictionmethodology called
Anemomilos (“windmill” in Greek) that was developed for
satellite operations; it is deterministic, data driven, and
based on observable solar conditions.
[5] The Anemomilos methodology emerged from several

insights while studying every hour of solar activity totaling
two years during high, low, and rising solar cycle conditions:
[6] 1. the large majority of solar flare events above a

certain irradiance magnitude threshold, within a defined
solar longitude/latitude region with respect to the solar
disk center and with sufficient speed, produce a Dst event;
[7] 2. solar flare irradiance magnitude, integrated flare ir-

radiance, and erupting event location can be specified with
the regularity and cadence needed for operational users; and
[8] 3. solar eruptive events can produce separate, different

types ofmagnetized solar emissions, e.g., CMEs, high-speed
streams, or small-scale ejecta; these can merge on their way
to Earth and, through superposition, produce a longer or
larger Dst event than would be anticipated if these events
arrived separately with longer temporal separation.
[9] We describe below the observed/specified solar phys-

ical mechanisms and the methodology for predicting a Dst
geomagnetic event, which can be applied to many uses.

2. Operational Dst Forecast Advancements
[10] Community efforts in recent years have improved

forecasts of solar wind events. Solar flares and CMEs drive
these events that affect Earth’s nearby space environment
and our society’s technological systems. For example,
ENLIL/Cone/Wang-Sheeley-Arge (WSA) is a hybrid system
of physics-based and empirical models that characterizes
solar wind parameters; it has been implemented both at
NOAA’s Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC) [Pizzo
et al., 2011] and at NASA’s Community Coordinated
Modeling Center (CCMC).
[11] Additionally, the U.S. Air Force (USAF) has sponsored

other research-to-operations work to bridge the “valley-of-
death” for transition of models into operations; a particular
focus has been to capture solar wind effects that impact
the terrestrial magnetosphere and generate severe space
weather. Near Earth, these space weather events disrupt
orbits for thousands of objects, especially those in Low
Earth Orbit (LEO). We report on the recently completed
USAF-sponsored research for the Operational Real-time and
Forecast USGS Dst project. This project was funded between
2009 and 2012 under the Small Business Innovative
Research (SBIR) program. Recently, Lanzerotti [2012] identi-
fied the emerging growth of small businesses and their prog-
ress in making an impact on the space weather enterprise
with new products. One example of that progress is the
result of this SBIR work, which has produced a continuous,
fully redundant data stream of real-time and forecast Dst
useful for operations; it uses multiple Dst data sources
(http://sol.spacenvironment.net/~maps/). The project, called

Magnetospheric Alert and Prediction System (MAPS), also
developed the Anemomilos methodology to forecast up to 6
days. Its real-time results are at http://sol.spacenvironment.
net/~sam_ops/index.html?.
[12] The motivation for USAF support of the MAPS SBIR

is that accurate specification and forecast of thermospheric
densities for LEO satellite orbit calculations are required.
The JB2008 thermospheric density model [Bowman et al.,
2008a, 2008b; Tobiska et al., 2008] is used to provide high
accuracy mass densities for satellite operators. This model
uses the Dst index as a proxy to characterize the energy
input at high latitudes during geomagnetic storms. In addi-
tion to providing an operational, real-time, fully redundant
Dst data stream, the second goal of MAPS was to provide
an accurate Dst forecast with time granularity of 3 h, a 72h
prediction window, and a 3h latency. That capability was
developed, demonstrated, exceeded, and implemented at a
Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 9 in February 2013. TRL
9 is defined by an ISO standard [ISO 16290, 2012] as “the
mission objectives, operational environment and perfor-
mance requirements are established and agreed upon by
the stakeholders; the capability is mature following success-
ful operation and performance achievement in an actual
operational environment.” The resulting capabilities are
15min cadence, 1h time granularity, 144h prediction
window, and up to 1h latency. The Anemomilos Dst forecast
capability described below is sometimes called “data
Stream B” by operational users; it is intended to be a sys-
tem-level back-up for the ENLIL/Cone/WSA “data Stream
A” capability.
[13] We remind the reader that the complete set of physical

processes of the coupled Sun-Earth system are not described
here, such as how magnetic energy is input into an active
region to create a flare and erupting flux rope or how the
ejecta in the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) couples
with the magnetosphere to create a disturbance to the Earth
main magnetic field. The Anemomilos Dst forecast capability
does not aim to replace physics-basedmodels like those run-
ning at CCMC, the USAF SpaceWeather Operations Center,
or the NOAA Space Weather Prediction Center. Examples
are the Potential Field Source Surface (PFSS) [Luhmann
et al., 2002; Altschuler and Newkirk, 1969; Hoeksema, 1984;
Schatten et al., 1969; Wang and Sheeley, 1992], CORHEL
[Lionello et al., 2001; Riley et al., 2001, 2002; Mikic et al., 1999],
WSA [Arge and Pizzo, 2000], ENLIL [Odstrčil and Pizzo, 1999;
Odstrcil et al., 2004; Emmons et al., 2013], HAF [Fry et al., 2001,
2003], SWMF [Tóth et al., 2005], LFM [Lyon et al., 2004;
Merkin and Lyon, 2010], OpenGGCM [Raeder et al., 2001],
RCM [Toffoletto et al., 2003; Wolf et al., 1991], or Tsyganenko
[Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005, 2007], for example. Instead, it
provides a specific operational capability using a redundant
forecasting methodology for thermospheric density specifi-
cation. We assume, a priori, that physical processes occur to
create charged particle ejecta at the Sun, release it into the
IMF, and then transit to Earth where coupling with the
Earth’s magnetosphere occurs to create a geomagnetic
disturbance reported as Dst. Anemomilos also does not model
or predict storms resulting from high-speed streams that
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have their origin in coronal holes, nor from the fraction of
CMEs that erupt from disappearing filaments without an
associated flare. These storms can be severe but the physical
processes behind them are not represented in Anemomilos.

3. The Disturbance Storm Time Index, Dst
[14] When heated plasma is ejected from the Sun into the

magnetized solar wind, the resulting inhomogeneous
clouds often contain structures whose properties differ from
those normally encountered in quiescent interplanetary
space. Multidirectional magnetic polarity particle clusters
(sometime organized asmagnetic cloudswith a slowly rotat-
ing magnetic field) may support large solar wind density
perturbations and drive shocks if their speeds are high rela-
tive to the background solar wind. If the structures arrive at
Earth, they can generate geomagnetic storms that are tem-
porary but major disturbances within the Earth’s magneto-
sphere-ionosphere-thermosphere (M-I-T) system. These
disturbances are caused by changes in the solar wind densi-
ties, velocities, and pressures as well as in the polarity and
magnetic (B) field magnitude of the IMF. These structures
interact with the Earth’s magnetospheric magnetic field to
produce large perturbations in Earth’s main magnetic field
and are measured as well as reported by ground magnetic
observatories as local and planetary geomagnetic indices.
[15] The Dst index is one of those geomagnetic indices

and it is used to estimate the globally averaged changes
in the horizontal component of the Earth’s main magnetic
field (ΔH) using measurements from four off-equatorial
magnetic observatories. It is unique in that the electric
currents responsible for Dst are diverse and can reside far
from Earth on the magnetopause, in the magnetotail, and
in the magnetospheric ring current. The latter source, for
example, acts to depress the total strength of the main
magnetic field at the Earth’s surface. Other magnetic
indices such as the auroral electrojet (AE) index represent
responses to currents flowing in the Earth’s ionosphere.
[16] Geomagnetic storms are typically defined by three

phase changes in the Dst index: initial, main, and recovery.
If solar wind pressure persists for some duration of time,
then the initial impulse is called an initial phase, where
Dst is positive and relatively steady. Specifically, the initial
phase often begins with a storm sudden commencement
(SSC) characterized by sharp (+10 to +50 nT) increases in
the horizontal (ΔH> 0) component of the Earth’s field in
time scales that can be less than 10 min. The SSC is
commonly associated with an increase in the dynamic
pressure of the solar wind. The initial phase may continue
for up to several hours with positive ΔH. Not all geomag-
netic storms have a prolonged initial phase and not all sud-
den increases in Dst are followed by geomagnetic storms.
[17] A geomagnetic storm’s main phase is defined by a

significant decrease in Dst with time. At the Earth’s surface
during a storm, low-latitude magnetic signatures are often
asymmetric in local time. This is associated with a number
of physical processes, including partial ring currents,
partially connected field-aligned currents with circuits

through the ionosphere, and partially connected currents
from the magnetotail to the inner magnetosphere and then
to the magnetopause [Love and Gannon, 2010]. A threshold
for declaration of a storm varies by forecasting agency
and by customer sensitivity. For example, NOAA SWPC’s
G-scale uses the following conventions: G1 (Kp=5 minor
storm); G2 (Kp=6moderate storm); G3 (Kp=7 strong storm);
G4 (Kp=8 severe storm); and G5 (Kp=9 extreme
storm). JB2008 uses the Dst index to estimate storm time
thermospheric densities whenever it falls below �75 nT;
otherwise, the coarser ap index is used. The minimum
value during a storm is often between �50 and �600 nT
and the duration of the main phase can extend from 1 h
to more than 12 h. The Dst relaxes from its minimum value
back towards its quiet time value during the recovery
phase, which may last for several days during large events.

3.1. Dst Usage in Space Weather Operations
[18] Dst is used as a proxy for characterizing the effects of

charged particle ejecta embedded in the solar wind, some-
times referred to as magnetized solar emissions. These
produce diverse effects at Earth when interacting both with
the M-I-T natural environment and with our technological
systems. Because it is often useful to know when and where
operational systems become susceptible to storm-related
effects, Dst provides a convenient proxy with its time-
resolved initiation, main, and recovery phase time frames.
The USGSDst, for example, has 1min time-resolved values.
This time resolution, its operational availability, and the
existence of a long-term historical database were the main
reasons why Dst was selected as a proxy for high-latitude
heating in the JB2008 thermospheric density model.
Figure 1 shows space weather timescales related to satellite
activities where historical, real-time, and forecast Dst would
be relevant to postanalysis, maneuver decision or planning,
and reentry update activities, as an example.
[19] In addition to the changes in thermosphere densities

that are important for satellite operations, geomagnetic
storms cause enhanced particle fluxes at Geosynchronous
Earth Orbit (GEO) and Medium Earth Orbit (MEO); those
can, in turn, lead to surface and internal spacecraft charging
with a resulting failure of spacecraft electronics compo-
nents. For example, a fast solar wind with high particle
fluxes and a Bz southward IMF can drive polar convection
patterns that destabilize ionospheric plasma resulting in
degraded radar signal propagation, disrupted radio com-
munications, lost GPS signals, and elevated ground induced
currents (GICs), the latter of which impact electric power
station operations. However, without a sustained period of
Bz southward IMF, the effects may not reach the lower lati-
tude regions sufficiently to affect Dst. Dst is used as a proxy
for identifying potential impacts in these areas.
[20] During severe space weather events, solar flares and

CMEs can produce relativistic solar energetic particles
(SEPs) that directly modulate the radiation environment
from deep space, GEO, MEO, and LEO down to the Earth’s
tropospheric lower atmosphere. For example, Galactic
Cosmic Rays (GCRs) provide a tissue- and silicon-relevant
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radiation dose rate background that maximizes in the strato-
sphere (20–25 km or 60,000–80,000 ft., called the Pfotzer
Maximum) that varies inversely with the solar cycle. Upon
this slowly changing background, SEP events additionally
increase the radiation risk in air/space travel for commercial
crew, frequent flyers, fetuses, space tourists, and astronauts.
The location of penetration through the atmosphere of these
solar energetic particles is also dependent, in part, upon
magnetic cutoff rigidities that vary with the strength and
configuration of the magnetospheric magnetic field. Dst
helps characterize the state of the magnetosphere for
obtaining a better estimate of the radiation dose rate envi-
ronment as an input into the Tsyganenko Geomagnetic
Field Model [Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2007] used by the
NASA Nowcast of Atmospheric Ionizing Radiation System
(NAIRAS) [Mertens et al., 2009].

3.2. Real-Time Dst
[21] Dst (Sugiura and Hendricks, 1967; Mayaud, 1980) is pro-

vided operationally for real-time and recent historical use
by the Kyoto World Data Center (Kyoto) (http://wdc.kugi.
kyoto-u.ac.jp/dst_realtime/—described in the next para-
graph in more detail), the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
(http://geomag.usgs.gov), Space Environment Corporation
(SEC) (http://www.spacenv.com), Atmospheric and Environ-
mental Research (AER) (http://www.aer.com/dst), and Space
Environment Technologies (SET) (http://sol.spacenvironment.
net/~maps/). Kyoto, SEC, and USGS estimate their Dst
based on the four standard ground magnetometer obser-
vatories operated by three national agencies: Hermanus
(HER), South Africa (South African National Space Agency);
Kakioka (KAK), Japan (Japan Meteorological Agency);
Honolulu (HON), Hawaii (U.S. Geological Survey); and

Figure 1. Timescales of satellite activities related to space weather.

Figure 2. Institutional Dst products listed by time frame versus data stream.
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SanJuan (SJG), Puerto Rico (U.S. Geological Survey). AER
and SET produce a Dst using the Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program (DMSP) satellite data. In addition,
NASA CCMC creates a real-time modeled Dst based on
the Bats-R-Us model and a ring current model with the
Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF) developed
at the University of Michigan. Figure 2 shows institutional
Dst products listed by time frame versus data stream.
[22] It should be noted that the real-time WDC Kyoto Dst

data stream discussed here is actually the Kyoto quick-look
Dst and is the defacto standard used by theworld. Those data
are accessed publicly at http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/. The
Kyoto quick-look file is updated every hour and retrieved
by SET. The historical (provisional) Kyoto Dst has a large de-
lay in posting to the Kyoto site because of delays in process-
ing the data with a baseline correction. The provisional Dst
is located at http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/dst_provisional/
index-j.html and their near real-time Dst is at http://wdc.
kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/dst_realtime/index.html. The difference
between provisional Dst and final Dst is normally 5–10 nT.
The difference between real-time (quick-look) Dst and provi-
sional (or final) Dst is sometimes very large. However, it is
usually corrected after a few days with revised data and the
difference may be similar with the case of provisional Dst.
SET automatically updates the Kyoto Dst database when
revised data become available.

3.3. Forecast Redundancy
[23] SET’s operational forecasts use the Anemomilos Dst

algorithm as a back-up, stream B data source. Carmel
Research Center (CRC) (http://www.carmelresearchcenter.
com) produces a forecast Dst as do other organizations such
as Rice University Space Institute (RSI) (http://mms.rice.
edu/realtime/forecast.html) and University of Colorado
Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (UCB LASP).
Future (stream A) Dst algorithms are being derived from
the ENLIL/Cone/WSA system (http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/
wsa-enlil/) operated by NOAA SWPC and, alternatively, by
the NASA CCMC iSWA system (http://iswa.ccmc.gsfc.nasa.
gov/IswaSystemWebApp/). In this paper, we discuss the
basis, development, and validation of only the Anemomilos
algorithm.
[24] Figure 2 shows the institutions that create Dst prod-

ucts that can be used for operations as a function of the data
stream to which the product belongs. Data streams are an
important part of an operational system design that ad-
dresses data outage risks through the use of redundancy.
Tomitigate an operational risk that data will be unavailable
to end users, the concept of a data stream flow is employed.
There are at least two data streams “flowing” through an
operational system; algorithms recognize a data object as
belonging to either a primary “A” (enhanced) or secondary
“B” (climatology) data stream. The primary “A” data
stream contains enhanced data by virtue of its finer time
resolution, spatial detail, physics-based fidelity, or reduced
uncertainty. The drawback is that, for a variety of reasons,
some data sets may become unavailable. The secondary
“B” data stream contains core data that are fundamental

for maintaining space weather climatology information
flow. This type of information stream is usually easier to
produce and, while the uncertainties may be larger, it still
represents a valid data solution. By using two streams in
parallel with each other, with one taking primacy, the mea-
sured (past or current) or modeled (current or future) data
have a much greater probability of being available. The re-
dundant data stream attribute is a major design feature of
the entire system employed by SET and all data objects be-
long to either the “A” or “B” streams. In the event of data
outages, the penalty is a graceful degradation of the end
product with greater uncertainty, less time resolution, or
longer latency but not a catastrophic failure to deliver.

4. Operational Basis for Anemomilos
[25] A multidecade debate about the relationship be-

tweenCMEs and flares has revealed that these phenomena
are related to magnetic reconnection but are not causally
related to each other. Nonetheless, there is a close associa-
tion between energetic flares and CMEs. Flare-CME rela-
tionships have been studied by Kahler [1992], Gosling
[1993], Harrison [1995], Zhang et al. [2001], Yashiro et al.
[2006], Chen and Zong [2009], Yashiro and Gopalswamy
[2009], Jain et al. [2010], Chen and Kunkel [2010], Bak-
Steslicka et al. [2013], Bhatt et al. [2013], and many others.
[26] Jain et al. [2010] showed that the speed of CMEs in-

creases with the plasma temperature of X-ray flares, hav-
ing a correlation coefficient r= 0.82. When energy fluence
rates exceed 10�1 J m�2, Yashiro and Gopalswamy [2009]
reported nearly a one-to-one correspondence between
flares and CMEs. These studies suggest that there should
be a way to incorporate information from GOES satellite
X-ray flare measurements into a geomagnetic storm fore-
casting algorithm. The underpinning of the Anemomilos
algorithm is a presumed relationship between the
magnitude, integrated irradiance, and location of CME-
associated flares and subsequent geomagnetic storms
at Earth.
[27] Our work, based on the study of 259 flare/Dst pairs

during high, declining, and rising solar cycle activity, and
covering more than 18,000 observation hours totaling more
than two years, enabled us to take the more general flare-
CME relationship and move it into an operational paradigm.
During the intervals that we studied at the suggestion of
our customer (15 January to 15 July 2001; 1 March to 28
September 2005; and 1 December 2011 to 30 November
2012), nearly every energetic flare event above a certain
irradiance threshold, described below, was deterministically
related to a Dst event. This surprising relationship allowed
us to create an algorithm with sufficient robustness to
be incorporated into an operational forecasting routine
that eventually forecasts neutral densities in the thermo-
sphere, i.e., JB2008. A summary of the operational basis of
Anemomilos and its relationship to physical processes is useful
as a short introduction. The forecasting considerations are
size, speed, and location for a magnetic eruptive event to
intercept Earth.
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4.1. Size
[28] Aarnio et al. [2011] used CMEs with well-measured

masses from the LASCO CME database and flares with
optical counterpart positions from the GOES flare database
to calibrate a relationship between solar flare flux and CME
mass. They found over 800 candidate flare-CME pairs that
met the criteria of (1) a CME occurring within 10–80 min
after a flare and (2) that CME occurring within ±45° in posi-
tion angle of the flare on the solar disk. For CMEs associated
with flares, they reported that the stronger the associated
flare, the moremassive the CME. They also found the width
of a flare-associated CME to be directly correlated with the
flux of the flare, with X-class flare-associated CMEs being
the widest (80° ± 10°) and B-class flare-associated CMEs the
most narrow (42°± 1.4°). Yashiro et al. [2006] show a clear
correlation between increasingly energetic flares, in terms
of X-ray flux, and the appearance of associated CMEs.
Yashiro and Gopalswamy [2009] report that flares with X-ray
flux at the 5× 10�5Wm�2 irradiance level are associatedwith
CME eruptions approximately 60% of the time. This level
corresponds to a GOES X-ray Spectrometer (XRS) M5.5
flare or NOAA Radio Blackout Storm Scale G2 shown in
Figure 3. Further, they found that a fluence of 10�1 J m�2 is
associated with CME eruptions approximately 80% of the
time. Similarly, Bak-Steslicka et al. [2013] report that the
parameters of the long duration event flares (GOES XRS flux
and duration of the rising phase) show strong correlations
with the CME parameters of velocity, acceleration during
main acceleration phase, and duration of the CME accelera-
tion phase. This relation between CMEs and with long dura-
tion events (LDEs) is another indicator that flare fluence may
be an important forecast parameter. Clearly the associations
are not perfect and many of the associations have wide
spreads of uncertainty. As we discuss in below, for our fore-
casting purposes, we use a flux background removal method
to improve upon the statistics for the flare-CME relationship.

4.2. Speed
[29] The Anemomilos algorithm uses an empirically

derived Sun-to-Earth speed that we believe corresponds
roughly to a combination of: (1) the Chen and Kunkel [2010]
relation between rate of injection of magnetic flux into an
erupting flux rope or CME, the integrated GOES soft X-ray
(XUV or SXR) emission, and the acceleration, a, of the flux
rope out of the corona; (2) the kinematic description of
CME motion in Vršnak et al. [2004]; and (3) the flare-flux
CME-deceleration relationship discussed in Aarnio et al.
[2011]. The Anemomilos algorithm attempts to encapsulate
these results.

4.3. Location
[30] Regarding location, we find a zone of effectiveness

on the solar disk that accounts for most of the significant
Dst events at Earth. Figures 4 and 5 show how the location
of the Anemomilos flare events (see discussion below for
information on the color coding) is related to the observed
Dst magnitude at Earth for the 259 flare-Dst pairs we
studied. Figure 4 shows all the paired flare-Dst events in
traditional heliocentric Mercator coordinates with the
center-of-disk marked by a circle/cross. Figure 5 shows
all the paired events in polar plot coordinates; both plots
have the solar obliquity angle corrected as described
below. The Figure 5 radial angle from the disk center is
used in Anemomilos as a discriminator to test whether or
not an event has the potential to be geoeffective based on
location. Most of the geoeffective events are within ±45° on
the heliographic subsolar point. The Dst event relative size
of small (�34<Dst≤ 0 nT), medium (�159<Dst≤�34 nT),
or large (Dst≤�159 nT) is graphically represented by the
size of the dot. An observable for establishing the Sun-
Earth ejecta connection is a solar disk-derived proxy of the
centroid of a flare’s location. Real-time (5min cadence and
5min latency) image data from NASA’s Solar Dynamics
Observatory (SDO) geosynchronous satellite provide this
flare location information. See details below.

Figure 3. GOES 0.1–0.8 nm flux. Note that “predicted
flares” in the figure title refers to an ability of this SET
algorithm to forecast an evolution of a flare once it
occurs (not prediction). No events of this type are shown
in this figure.

Figure 4. All Xhf-Dst pairs for 2001, 2005, and 2012
Mercator projection.
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4.4. X-ray Flux as Proxy for Magnitude of
Dst Response
[31] Solarflares are identified in theGOESXRS 0.1–0.8 nm

band, available with 1min time resolution (Figure 3).
NASA’s SDO EUV Variability Experiment (EVE) produces
an XRS surrogate in the event that the GOES XRS data
stream is offline. In an operational (automated) setting, we
find that it is important to distinguish between the X-ray
irradiance background and the flare event. During very
active times, emissions from individual flares are convolved
with the emissions from nonflaring bright active regions in
X-ray data time series. Thus, a magnitude X-class flare on
the NOAA scale may actually be from a region producing
a smaller M-class flare if the flare occurs in addition to an
ensemble of emission background from across the solar disk
or from active limb emission. In other words, many nonflare
bright regions within the GOES field of view can contribute
to the flare signal.
[32] To alleviate this problem, and to isolate the unique

magnitude of each flaring event, SET developed the unitless
daily X-ray background (Xb10) (Figure 6 lower panel) and
hourly Xhf (Figure 6 upper panel) indices [Tobiska and
Bouwer, 2006]. The Xb10 index is used to establish an irradi-
ance baseline. The remaining Xhf index with the baseline
removed is an indicator of the past hour’s flare values and
is updated every 5min. We employ the hourly Xhf to quan-
tify, then relate, solar flare activity to assumed solar charged
particle ejecta and ultimately to Dst disturbances. There
is a threshold, Xhf = 40, below which we do not forecast
Dst events. Above this threshold, we scale a statistical
Dst template to small, medium, and large sizes based
on the Dst value during the main phase; the scaling
has been empirically determined based on our study of
the 2001 and 2005 data located in Appendix A. Figure 6
shows the Xhf and Xb10 time series for early 2012. The
large flare events in March 2012 were associated with
Xb10 values of ~375 and Xhf values of ~250. Figure 5
shows all occurrences of Xhf events in intervals of 2001,
2005, and 2012 used in this study. The magnitude of

Xhf is represented by the dot color ranging from blue
(Xhf = 40) to red (Xhf >210).
[33] The information in Figures 4–6 is empirically encapsu-

lated in the Anemomilos algorithm as the basis for forecasting
small, medium, or large Dst events at Earth.Anemomilos uses
a statistical Dst storm profile that derives from a composite
template for Dst events observed by the USGS during solar
cycle 23 [Gannon, 2012]. The USGS composite Dst storm pro-
file contains initial,main, and recovery phases; an example is
shown in Figure 7 as the blue line. Anemomilos uses a scaled
USGS template for Dst sizes of small, medium, and large
events based on the Xhf index and location, described above,
and the integrated irradiance hour flare index, Xhf, that is
related to speed and described below.

4.5. Integrated Irradiance X-ray Flare Index, Xhf, as a
Proxy Ejecta Speed
[34] The Earth arrival timing for the ejected solar plasma is

critical if one is to obtain an accurate Dst magnitude change
and morphology. We empirically derived a radial velocity
(line-of-sight speed) for events within 45° radially of the
solar disk center. It is based on the integrated flare magni-
tude, i.e., the integrated value of the Xhf flare index, and is
consistent with previous theoretical work [Chen and Kunkel,
2010]. We find that a temporal integration of the Xhf value
provides a good proxy for the speed of the ejecta in its transit
from the Sun to Earth. Thus, the integral of Xhf (IX) provides
crucial information regarding the start of a Dst event
initial phase.
[35] Mass leaving the Sun during eruptive events is

generally associated with flux rope ejections. The ejecta
are often modeled as force-free erupting flux ropes (EFRs)
that undergo dramatic expansion and changes in accelera-
tion within a small number of solar radii posteruption
[Chen, 1996]. The EFRs have been described by many au-
thors [e.g., Chen, 1996; Shimojo and Shibata, 2000; Reames,

Figure 5. All Xhf-Dst pairs (2001, 2005, and 2012) sub-
Earth polar projection.

Figure 6. Daily Xb10 (lower panel) and hourly Xhf
(upper panel) indices produced by SET from GOES
XRS data.
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2002; Török and Kliem, 2005; NASA/TM—2006–214137, 2006,
and Chen and Kunkel, 2010] and are acted upon by a combi-
nation of forces, e.g., Lorentz, gravity, and drag.
[36] Chen and Kunkel [2010] investigated a range of flare/

CME events and found a temporal and physical connection
between coronal mass ejections and flares. They treated
flares and CMEs as separate manifestations of the same
energetic process whereby poloidal magnetic flux was
injected into the toroidal flux ropes. They found that flare
brightness, due to accelerating particles, was proportional
to the strength of the electrodynamics of the magnetic flux
injection into the flux rope. They considered the XUV
GOES light curves for B-, C-, and M-class limb flares and
their associated CME trajectories determined from SOHO
LASCO and STEREO/SECCHI images. Their study
established a relationship between the theoretical rate of
injection of magnetic flux, dφp(t)/dt, into an erupting flux
rope, the integrated GOES XUV emission, and the accelera-
tion, a, of the flux rope out of the corona and into the
interplanetary medium. This relationship is expressed in
equation (1) as

a≈
dϕp tð Þ
dt

(1)

[37] For one GOES B-class flare event in 2008, they were
able to follow the subsequent deceleration in the
interplanetary medium. The peak speed of the ejecta was
1400 km s�1 near the Sun and over the course of 24 h the
ejecta decelerated to a speed just above 500 km s�1.
[38] Our study independently found a similar relation-

ship between the integrated GOES XRS 0.1–0.8 nm light
curve from eruptive events on the solar disk (not limb)
and Dst events. Below, we describe a relationship between
an empirically derived line-of-sight ejecta speed and
GOES XRS integrated measurements; later we show how

the ensemble of these observations can be used operation-
ally to create a forecast of Dst geoeffectiveness for events
within 45° radially of the solar disk center.
[39] The speed of the ejecta was first calculated for our

2001 test period by identifying flaring events and their loca-
tions in SOHO Extreme ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT)
images, associating them with Xhf index values at the same
epoch, then finding the most probable Dst perturbation
created by each event. SOHO EIT images were often not
available during a specific event; as a result, we used only
those eruptive events where we could unambiguously
determine the flare location and Xhf-Dst pair association
for a Dst occurrence of any size.We also selected events that
were close to the solar equator in order to maximize ecliptic
plane effectiveness as well as restricted events to 45° radial
from the disk center to ensure the validity of a line-of-sight
velocity approximation. The combination of these restric-
tions resulted in a small sampling but it still allowed us to
calculate a rough time-of-flight for each ejecta event from
the Sun to Earth.
[40] These constraints resulted in a reduced set of 35 events

that are shown in Figure 8; a subset (11 events in 2001) from
these is shown in Table 1. Their speed was considered a total
average speed for liftoff from the Sun, transit through the
IPM, and arrival at Earth. The ensemble of these identified
events provided a means to derive velocity from integrated
Xhf; they are shown as the points closest to the linear regres-
sion blue line in Figure 8. Other points close to the regression
line were not part of the 2001 derivation set. There are also
several data points considerably off the line and these are
events that had slower or faster velocities than those calcu-
lated from the 2005 and 2012 time periods. Error in estimat-
ing velocity can occur from unknown geometry of flux
ropes, ejecta source regions being on the edge of IMF lines
connected to the Earth, unresolved accelerations at ejecta
liftoff, or unknown causes for velocities changes (e.g., shock
interactions) while the material is in transit to Earth.
[41] We note that a solution to the problem of velocity

uncertainty is to incorporate observations of this material

Figure 7. USGS composite Dst (blue line) compared
with an actual event but derived from cycle 23 data.

Figure 8. Derived speed from integrated Xhf (IX).
Eleven points close to the regression line are the 2001
values used to derive the relationship.
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during its inner heliosphere passage and the Interplanetary
Scintillation (IPS) methodology holds promise for providing
that type of observation to correct the in-transit velocities.
IPS observations are line-of-sight-integrated observations
through the solar wind to distant galactic radio sources that
may contain smearing in the data, i.e., an ambiguity in deter-
mining where, along a line of sight, the observed signal
originates. Researchers use a tomographic technique to
disentangle this line-of-sight smearing where both solar
rotation and outward motion of structures in the solar wind
over time provide views from different perspectives that
are required for a tomographic analysis [Jackson et al., 1998].
[42] The linear regression equation used in this work to

create an average ejecta velocity is described below and is
reprinted in Figure 8. In Figure 8, “IX” refers to the
Integrated Xhf. The blue line is the relationship derived
from the 11 events in the 2001 data period and those regres-
sion coefficients are now used operationally.
[43] We tested our derived velocities against all available

data. There were a total of 259 flare eruption/Dst associated
pair events and these are identified in Appendix A. The list-
ing in Appendix A of the Xhf-Dst paired events provides the
UT time (YYYYMMDDhhmm), Xhf value, amagnitude class
for Xhf (similar, but not identical, NOAAX-ray flare classes),
speed (km s�1), solar flare event location (heliocentric lati-
tude and longitude), obliquity angle corrected latitude
Lat*, radius, and azimuth from solar sub-Earth point where
Az is N=0, W=90, S= 180 or �180, E=�90, and Dst size.
Eleven derivation and four example events are listed as the
shaded rows in Appendix A. The entire data set has a range
from 194 to 3000 km s�1, a median ejecta transit speed of
750 km s�1, and a mean of 779 km s�1.
[44] For operations, Anemomilos uses two methods for

estimating speed. First, when there is no other ability to
obtain speed, e.g., the existence of an ambiguity in, or
undetermined, Xhf start/stop times, then 750 km s�1

(themedian speed in our data set) is used as the default value

for estimating the ejecta time-of-arrival at Earth. Second, if
all operational information is available at the given epoch,
that is, if the SDO EVE Solar Aspect Monitor (SAM) location
data matches the GOES XRS Xhf timing within a few
minutes to declare an event has been observed, then a
derived speed can be calculated based on the Xhf integrated
time. The Xhf integrated time is the start-to-end of the flare
event. The event start is defined as the beginning of the
GOES XRS 0.1–0.8 nm light curve rise above background
and the event end is defined as the timewhere the irradiance
values are one half the flare peak value compared to the
background at the start of the event.
[45] The empirically derived speed-integrated Xhf rela-

tionship is

V ¼ �2191þ 4:74 ∫
1

0
Xhfdt (2)

where V is the ejecta’s line-of-sight velocity [km/s], Xhf is
the dimensionless flare index, 0 and 1 are start and stop
times of the flare event, and dt is the length of the time for
the event in seconds. This linear regression was based on
the subset of 11 events that occurred in 2001 and shown
in Table 1 and Figure 8.
[46] In support of our methodology that relates flare

brightness to speed from solar disk observations, we note
that Zhang et al. [2001] found a limbCME-speed relationship
with integrated GOES soft X-ray flux measurements. Their
study predated, but was similar to, the conclusions of Chen
and Kunkel [2010] and they also indicated that flare-induced
thermal pressure was not the cause of the CMEs but that
flares and CMEs were two manifestations of the same
magnetic process.
[47] The Xhf value is an excellent indicator of the flare

magnitude and its integration over time serves as a proxy
for acceleration. This is similar to the electromotive force as-
sociated with the flux injection that destabilizes and ejects

Table 1. Dst-Related Events Used in Integrated Xhf-Speed Derivation

Use Flare Date Xhf ∫Xhf/dt Speeda Lat/Lonb Rc Azd

Derivation 200103161050 67 569.9 511 N00W02 7 15
200103170436 84 561.1 469 N00E20 21 �70
200103170641 52 607.6 690 N00W01 7 8
200103180756 43 550.3 418 N00W02 7 15
200103200227 64 598.9 649 N00E02 7 �15
200103201515 66 612.9 715 N00E16 17 �65
200103292110 47 593.5 623 N00W07 9 49
200104090426 84 673.2 1001 S15E03 9 �161
200104120027 97 612.0 711 N00W25 25 78
200104160714 57 548.1 408 N00W15 15 71
200104250521 43 590.3 608 N00E01 4 �14

Validation 201204181518 62 536.8 354 S26W33 38 125
201204181719 77 587.2 593 S26W32 37 125
201205092111 103 638.7 838 N15E25 30 �52
201206141553 102 719.1 1219 S19E06 19 �163

aSpeed in km s�1.
bHeliocentric latitude and longitude in degrees (°) from heliocentric disk center.
cRadius in degrees (°) from disk center (sub-Earth point) with solar obliquity angle applied.
dAzimuth in degrees (°) from solar North (West = 90°) with solar obliquity angle applied.
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the flux rope as described by Chen and Kunkel [2010]. Thus,
the kinematic acceleration of the ejecta through an interval
of time results in a velocity; the relationship is only strictly
valid for line-of-sight velocity (speed) of events observed
near disk center but in operations we use this for all events.
In practice, most of the geoeffective events only occur near
the disk center and are not limb events. If we assume that
there is a constant velocity offset, c1 (km s�1), to correct for
unknown total deceleration in the IMF and an acceleration
multiplier, c2 (km s�2), that incorporates all the Chen and
Kunkel [2010] main and residual ejecta liftoff acceleration
terms, then equation (3) helps us understand the gross
kinematics of equation (1) and the empirical relationship of
equation (2)

v1 ¼ at1 ¼ c1 þ c2∫
1

0
Xhfdt (3)

[48] Here, the observationally determined linear regres-
sion constants for the Dst-effective Xhf events occurring
near the center of solar disk are c1=�2191 km s�1 and
c2=4.74 km s�2 where v1 is the average velocity at the
Earth, a is the average acceleration between the Sun and
Earth, and t1 is the arrival time at Earth.
[49] For every hour of the 12 months of December 2011

through November 2012, we observed the Xhf, derived a
velocity, found an integrated Xhf, determined an event loca-
tion, and estimated a Dst event timing and magnitude. This
2012 period was used for operationally testing of our 2001
and 2005development parameters and, based on this test pe-
riod, we established the deterministic geoeffectiveness of
flaring events as observed in Dst.
[50] Figure 4 shows all the paired events in traditional

heliocentric Mercator coordinates with the center-of-disk
marked by a circle/cross. Figure 5 shows all the paired events
in polar plot coordinates; both plots have the solar obliquity
angle corrected as discussed below. The Figure 5 radial angle

from the disk center is used inAnemomilos as a discriminator
to test whether or not an event has the potential for
geoeffectivity based on location. The Dst relative event size
of small (�34<Dst≤ 0 nT), medium (�159<Dst≤�34 nT),
or large (Dst≤�159 nT) is graphically represented by the size
of the dot. The magnitude of Xhf is represented by the dot
color ranging from blue (Xhf=40) to red (Xhf >210).

4.6. Location as a Proxy for IMF Connectivity to Earth
4.6.1. SDO EVE SAM Data
[51] The proxy for IMF connectivity is the location of the

erupting event on the solar disk; it can be identified by
the centroid of brightness for the solar flare in heliocentric
latitude and longitude. Imagery of flaring X-ray events
must be obtained from satellites outside the atmosphere
since X-rays are absorbed in the lower terrestrial thermo-
sphere ormesosphere and do not reach the Earth’s surface.
NASA’s SDO EVE SAM detector began operations in 2011
and has a 10 s observing cadence with a latency of less than
5min to the ground. SAMoperates on the principle of a pin-
hole camera and is sensitive tomuch of the same X-ray flare
emissions observed by the GOES XRS 0.1–0.8 nm channel.
The University of Colorado Laboratory for Atmospheric
and Space Physics (LASP) team provides a space weather
data product that is the centroid of the brightest SAMdetec-
tor pixels reported in heliocentric latitude and longitude.
During an operational run, the SAM bright centroid is
associated with the X-ray flaring event (Figure 9). SET
compares the event timing of the SAM centroid location
with the Xhf index to determine an X-ray event’s location
for use by Anemomilos. The GOES Solar X-ray Imager
(SXI) also produces a similar wavelength image of X-ray
emissions and could be used for operationally determining
the centroid of an eruptive event.
4.6.2. Heliocentric Latitude and Longitude as Well as
the Solar Obliquity Angle
[52] The Anemomilos algorithm was developed for helio-

centric longitude and latitude, as well as Xhf magnitude,
and association of solar flares to geoeffective Dst. As a
simplification, the empirical relationship was assumed to

Figure 9. SAM detector image shows a bright flare
event on 23 January 2012. The centroid of the bright
event provides latitude/longitude location information.

Figure 10. Correspondence of Dst vs Xhf magnitude by
solar longitude.
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be nearly linear starting with small magnitude events,
e.g., Xhf in a range of 40 to 50, that could be geoeffective if
they occurred within a few degrees of the sub-Earth point
but ineffective if they occurred further away. Likewise,
larger Xhf events, e.g., Xhf >100, could still be geoeffective
toward the solar limbs at mid-latitudes (Figures 4 and 5).
An empirical scaling factor was developed that reduced
geoeffectiveness, i.e., magnitude of Dst, the further away
from the center of disk an event occurred. This was based
on the assumption that most EFR material coming
from locations nearer the limb was inserted onto non-
Earth directed IMF lines.
[53] Our data have been organized to show their latitude

and longitude relationships with Xhf and Dst size. Figure 10
shows the dual dependency of the Dst magnitude on the
Xhf combined with heliocentric longitude. Figure 11 shows
the observed relationship between Dst magnitude, Xhf, and
heliocentric latitude. Dashed lines in Figure 10 show the
operationally defined envelope of effectiveness; above the
lines solar eruptive events have a relationship with Dst, and
below the lines there are generally no relationships. A nota-
ble exception in longitude space, Figure 10, is the set of small
Xhf events that are located in the longitudes out to approxi-
mately W40°. This subset of small, southern hemisphere
events appears to be correlated with Parker spiral IMF lines
that intersect the Earth and that favor small eruptive events.
We don’t have enough data yet to determine if there is a gen-
eralized effect with northern hemisphere events as well.
[54] Our first study of these location relationships

occurred during algorithm development for the 2001 and
2005 time frames in the maximum and decline of solar
cycle 23. X-ray flaring locations associated with active
regions occurred mostly at heliocentric latitudes between
±20° in those periods. All relevant SOHO EIT 30.4 and
28.4 nm images for the 2001 and 2005 time frames were
reviewed to estimate event locations.
[55] The emergence of equatorial active regions that

produce complex topography and that are associated with
flares during the maximum and decline phases of a solar
cycle is a result of the equatorward drift of active latitudes

as seen in the daily solar sunspot area butterfly diagram
(Figure 12). Our data (Figure 5) were taken from 2001,
2005, and 2012 (Figure 12 vertical dashed lines), i.e., during
different parts of the solar cycle. The 2001 and 2005 events
tended to occur at lower latitudes during high and low
solar activity, respectively, and the 2012 events tended to
occur at higher latitudes up to ±40° during solar cycle rise
from the minimum of the previous cycle toward maximum
of cycle 24.
[56] In higher latitude events, ejected material may be

inserted onto IMF lines that extend out of the ecliptic plane
where most of their energy content could miss the Earth.
This may have been partially the case for both the 20–22
January 2012 and 7–8March 2012 flare events; they deserve
further analysis with physics-based models. Figure 13 (Joe
Allen, private communication, 2002) demonstrates the
long-term effect of this, i.e., the peak of geomagnetic activ-
ity tends to lag the peak of the sunspot cycle. From the peak
of a solar cycle to its decline, more of the active regions
move to lower latitudes, in general, and this enables them
to deposit their energy more often in the ecliptic plane,
thus making them more geoeffective. Since there appears
to be a rather sensitive latitude band above which a given
event is not geoeffective, and below which it is, we must
take the Earth-relative (ecliptic plane) position of the
erupting event into account using the solar obliquity angle.
Figure 14 shows that since the solar equator varies with
respect to the ecliptic plane (the solar obliquity angle),
and since solar flare event locations are provided in helio-
centric coordinates, we must make an additional small
correction to the latitudinal location of an event by apply-
ing the solar obliquity angle on a given date.

4.7. Southward Bz and Other Issues
[57] The Anemomilos algorithm does not contain an

explicit IMF relationship. It is challenging to understand
the performance of our simplified approach to geomagnetic

Figure 11. Correspondence of Dst vs Xhf magnitude by
solar latitude.

Figure 12. (Top panel) Daily solar sunspot area
butterfly diagram and (lower panel) average daily
sunspot area (credit D. Hathaway at NASA MSFC;
images are at http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/images/
bfly.gif). Dashed vertical lines indicate the 2001, 2005,
and 2012 data periods used in this study.
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storm forecasting as wewere struck by the overall success of
Anemomilos without using an observed Bz. We believe that
there are two aspects of the method and its application that
are important. The first is related to the likelihood of south-
ward IMF during the passage of any given ejecta from the
Sun to the Earth; the second is the relative role of southward
IMF during storm processes.
[58] Most ejecta have intervals of southward IMF.

Mulligan et al. [1998] discussed two types of idealized mag-
netic flux ropes that could pass Earth, i.e., magnetic flux
ropes in the ecliptic that produce bipolar magnetic clouds
and those tipped 90° with respect to the ecliptic that produce
unipolar magnetic clouds. Magnetic flux ropes lying in the
ecliptic have southward IMF either at the leading or trailing
edge. Half of the highly inclinedmagnetic flux ropes should
have southward IMF in their axial field. Thus, for idealized
magnetic clouds at least 75% should contain intervals of
southward IMF. Only about one third of all ejecta are mag-
netic clouds. The remaining two thirds of ejecta have
“rougher” magnetic profiles that usually have at least some
short intervals of southward IMF. Further, fast CMEs often
drive shocks with enhanced IMF, which may point south-
ward and thus initiate geospace storm processes even
before the main body of the CME arrives. We suspect that
our simplified forecasting approach is simply taking advan-
tage of the likelihood that southward IMF is present in fast
solar wind transients that pass Earth.
[59] The importance of southward IMF cannot be denied,

but it is not the only factor in geomagnetic storm strength.
Since Dungey’s [1961] groundbreaking work on solar wind
interaction with the Earth’s magnetosphere, numerous
studies have shown that southward IMF is the dominant
factor in controlling energy input to geospace. The role of
southward IMF was captured in the relationship known
as the Akasofu epsilon coupling function that relates the
solar wind IMF to the convective electric field [Perreault
and Akasofu, 1978]. Newell et al. [2007] reviewed solar wind
coupling processes and produced a new “universal

coupling function,” which places a strong emphasis on
solar wind speed.
[60] Recent studies have shown that there is more to the

coupling processes than can be explained by a single coupling
function. Borovsky and Denton [2006] suggested that cold dense
plasma, in the form of plasmaspheric drainage plumes from
the inner magnetosphere, could be set into motion when the
convective electric field increases abruptly. If this circulating
plasma comes in contact the dayside reconnection site, the
efficiency of solar wind-magnetospheric coupling is observed
to decrease. Thus, processes other than direct solar wind
interaction may be at work during storm time. In global
simulations with a southward IMF, Lopez et al. [2010] showed
that for large enough IMF strengths, the geoeffectiveness is
not proportional to the field because the field convects
around the magnetosphere instead of being reconnected.
Additionally Knipp et al. [2011 and references therein] and Li
et al. [2011] report that the east-west interplanetary field (IMF
By) can dominate energy input to the dayside ionosphere-
thermosphere system.
[61] We have not solved the issue of IMF orientation but

hopefully these types of studies can offer more insight.
Other questions were also raised in this regard: (a) perhaps
BZ is important for larger CME events but not for smaller
ones; (b) we note that the superposition of multiple small
events can create moderately large Dst activity, which may
have been interpreted as a southward Bz effect in some
cases; (c) perhaps if there is a By component of any signifi-
cance, it may provide coupling paths to the magnetosphere
in almost all cases except where Bz is almost entirely north-
ward; (d) the coupling between speed, size, and Bz is an
avenue for future study outside this empirical algorithm;
and (e) the dominant orientation of the IMFmay have a solar
cycle dependency as noted by Mulligan et al. [1998] and our
Anemomilos derivation with solar cycle 23 data may not be
entirely accurate for solar cycle 24.
[62] Additionally, Anemomilos does not take into account

corotating interaction regions (CIRs) or HSS. CIRs, while
not eruptive events, are sourced in the open field lines
emanating from coronal holes and can induce Dst distur-
bances on the order of a small substorm for a prolonged

Figure 13. Solar cycles and geomagnetic storms (credit
J. Allen).

Figure 14. Solar obliquity angle.
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period of time.We anticipate improving the algorithmwith
CIRs and HSS in the future.
[63] We have seen cases in our event list where very large

solar limb events or greatly elongated moderate-sized
midlongitude events may discharge a fraction of their
plasma onto IMF lines that intersect the Earth even though
the bulk of thematerial is not Earth directed. The algorithm
does not distinguish the extent of the plasma on and off
Earth-directed field lines or the geometry of EFRs; thus,

some events may be missed while others are overstated
in magnitude.
[64] Finally, knowledge of the speed of the ejecta is criti-

cal to accurately estimate superposition of events and their
timing; we believe our calculation of speed can be refined.
If plasma is not ejected with most of the velocity compo-
nent based on the line-of-sight assumption, the algorithm
may overestimate the impact of the event; fortunately,
smaller events that are geoeffective are also relatively close

Figure 15. (a) The first Xhf event (AX166) resulting in Dst event (AD-49). (b) The second Xhf
event (BX179) resulting in Dst event (BD-49). (c) Event AX166 arrival as AD-49. (d) Event
BX179 arrival as BD-49. (e) Combined enroute events. (f) Dst event BD-49 SSC arrival.
(g) Storm main phase minimum. (h) The third Xhf event (CM200) resulting in Dst event
(CD-34). (i) Dst event CD-34 SSC arrival. (j) End Dst recovery—all events.
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to the center of the solar disk and thismaintains the validity
of the assumption.
[65] Improvements to Anemomilos are anticipated and

will focus on: (i) an IMF B specification to obtain better
Dst magnitudes, e.g., perhaps through IPS observations;
(ii) the effects of CIRs andHSS; (iii) asymmetric plasma dis-
charges onto Earth-directed and non-Earth-directed IMF
lines and EFR geometry; and (iv) refined knowledge of
ejecta speeds.

4.8. An Anemomilos Example
[66] An example of the Anemomilos forecast using the

operational observables (flare magnitude, integrated flare ir-
radiance, and location) is shown for 2012 in Figures 15a–15j.
This is a period in late January 2012 when a series of me-
dium-sized solar flare events occurred starting on 19
January around 1500 UT and centered at N34E27. While this
was a particularly clear example, nearly all the events we
studied had a similar forecast evolution and we show
Figures 15a–15j that are representative of the Anemomilos ca-
pability. A movie example for the entire 2001 study period
is available on YouTube at http://youtu.be/snxgoQ_s0o0.
[67] In these figures, the blue dots are the 1h predicted

Dst from Anemomilos and the black dots are the 1 h Kyoto
Dst reported values (y axis scale); the red dots are the 1 h
Xhf value (arbitrarily scaled for viewing and not related to

the y axis). All three are shown on the same UT time x axis
with the time and date plus the day-of-year reported. The
vertical dotted line is the current epoch, which is listed in
the first set of figure title items as UT hours plus year
and day-of-year.
[68] The second set offigure title items includes two pieces

of information (superscript FORECAST) related to the
predicted state for the most severe Dst based on all the
combined future conditions, postcurrent epoch. The first
two-character set describes the predicted size of the Dst
event and is labeled as AC (All Clear), SE (Small Event),
ME (Medium Event), or LE (Large Event) for Dst. The
second two-character set is the NOAA G-scale prediction.
Other plotted information that may exist in the real-time
figures includes NOAA reported M5 – X10 flare class
(labeled along a gold vertical bar above the Xhf values)
and the NOAA reported Type II radio burst velocities
(labeled along a purple vertical bar above the 0 nT line).
The two red and/or green vertical bars above 60nT are the
daily solar flare probabilities (top bar, SP) and geomagnetic
activity probabilities (bottom bar, GP) for the next 24 h.
These are reported from the NOAA daily Report of Solar
Geophysical Activity (RSGA) and plotted. SP green indicates
an M5-class flare probability and red indicates an X1-class
flare probability where the length of the colored bar is the
relative probability on a 1% – 99% scale. GP green indicates

Figure 15. (continued)
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a minor storm (Kp=5) probability and red indicates a major
storm (Kp≥ 6) probability where the length of the colored
bar is the relative probability on a 1% – 99% scale. All
NOAA information is provided for informational purposes
only and is not used in the Anemomilos Dst forecast.
[69] The third set of the figure title items contains six

pieces of information (superscript NOW) related to the
current state of the Dst at that specific epoch. Included are
the Dst event size (none, small, medium, or large with
thresholds previously defined), its probability of occurrence
(1% – 99% scale), source of the forecast (NN=NoNe,
SO=Solar Observed event, SP=Solar daily Probability esti-
mate from NOAA, and GP=Geomagnetic daily Probability
estimate from NOAA), Xhf flare class and value (C, M, X
with the Xhf value appended as a superscript), location of
the eruptive event on the solar disk in heliocentric latitude
and latitude (N, S and W, E), and speed of the ejecta
(km s�1).
[70] Figures 15a and 15b show the Dst effect from two

EFRs arising out of two closely spaced erupting events
starting at 19 January 2012 centered around 1500 UT. The
first Xhf event (AX166) during the 1h (operationally
constrained) interval 19 January 2012 1400 UT (reported
the next hour in the 1500 UT time frame) with a location
of N34E27 (45° radius from sub-Earth at�30° azimuth) pro-
duced an EFR with a calculated velocity of 568 km s�1

resulting in a medium size Dst event (AD-49). The second
Xhf event (BX179) during 19 January 2012 1500 UT (reported
in the 1600 UT time frame) with a location of N34E27 (45°
radius from sub-Earth at�30° azimuth) was a continuation
of the first event but had grown larger; the event produced
an EFR with a calculated velocity of 623 km s�1 resulting in
a medium size Dst event (BD-49).
[71] Figures 15c and 15d show the 12h time step predic-

tions of the first and second events. The graphical location
of the erupting event on the Earth-visible solar hemisphere
from a North pole perspective is a solid-filled dot if the
event occurs in the northern hemisphere. If it occurs in
the southern hemisphere, it is an open circle. The dot is
sized according to its Xhf value with a redundant Xhf
magnitude color coding using the size/color scheme of
Figure 4. The EFR arc length is notionally sized according
to Xhf class ID where “C” is shortest, “M” is medium,
and “X” is longest length. The EFR is color coded by Dst

size (blue =none, green= small, orange =medium, and
red= large) and the dot size is redundantly set by the size
scheme in Figure 4.
[72] The arrival of the first event AX166 was predicted to ar-

rive with the Dst event initiation at 22 January 2012 1700 UT
having a minimum Dst peak of �46nT (NOAA G3) 10 h
later at 23 January 2012 0300 UT. The second event was
predicted to overtake the first event, arriving earlier at 22
January 2012 1100 UT with a minimum (combined with the
first event) Dst peak of �75nT (NOAA G3) 16 h later also
at 23 January 2012 0300 UT. Thus, the second event
overtakes the first event, arriving about 6 h earlier but
combining to form a larger Dst event of �75nT. The
algorithm saves the separate time series vectors of each
separate event then sums them with any previous results
to arrive at a new Dst profile. Figure 15e shows the
combined superposition of both events after the two EFRs
have left the Sun and are enroute to Earth. Figure 15f shows
the Dst combined event at the arrival positive phase peak
SSC of event BD-49 at 22 January 2012 0600 UT (reported 1
h later), which is about 5 h earlier than predicted. We do
not yet attempt to refine the arrival time using ACE solar
wind information.
[73] The storm proceeds to develop into its main phase,

reaching its minimum at 23 January 2012 0300 UT
(Figure 15g) just as predicted and based on the superposi-
tion of both events. Serendipitously, but unrelated, another
eruptive event occurs on the Sun at the time of the Dst
minimum (Figure 15h) and creates a third Dst prediction.
This event was the smallest of the three and the Xhf event
(CM200) during 23 January 2012 0300 UT (reported in the
0400 UT time frame) at a location of N29W22 (39° radius
from sub-Earth at 29° azimuth) produced an EFR with a
calculated velocity of 1128 km s�1 resulting in a small size
Dst event (CD-34). Figure 15i shows the arrival positive
phase peak SSC of third event CD-34 at 24 January 2012
1500 UT (reported 1 h later) during the recovery phases of
the combined events AD-49 and BD-49. Figure 15j shows
the end of the recovery period for all three events.

4.9. Metrics
[74] The Anemomilos forecast Dst has been correlated

against the actual Dst values for the 2001 and 2005 hourly
predictions out to +72 h. Tables 2 and 3 show the results of

Table 2. Dst Forecast to Actual Comparisons for Jan–Jul 2001

IDX HR NowMean NowSTD 0DyMean 0DySTD 1DyMean 1DySTD 2DyMean 2DySTD 3DyMean 3DySTD

2001 00 0.995 1.001 1 1.024 0.995 1.003 0.905 0.83 0.599 0.532
2001 12 0.996 1.001 0.991 1.013 0.993 1.011 0.934 0.957 0.593 0.513

Table 3. Dst Forecast to Actual Comparisons for Mar–Sep 2005

IDX HR NowMean NowSTD 0DyMean 0DySTD 1DyMean 1DySTD 2DyMean 2DySTD 3DyMean 3DySTD

2005 00 1.001 0.999 0.813 1.069 0.777 1.088 0.719 1.015 0.577 0.863
2005 12 1.002 0.999 0.821 1.095 0.758 1.075 0.698 0.982 0.571 0.86
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the forecast compared with the actual Dst using hour-by-
hour values in a linear regression correlation. This technique
compares initial arrival, main, and recovery phases equally.
In both tables are listed the UT hour (HR), mean value
percent difference for the Nowcast timeframe (�24 to 0 h,
NowMean), the 1-sigma standard deviation (1-σ) for the
Nowcast (NowSTD), the current epoch mean value percent
difference (0DyMean), 1-σ for the current epoch (0DySTD),
1day forecast mean value percent difference (+24 h,
1DyMean), 1-σ for the 1day forecast (1DySTD), 2day fore-
cast mean value percent difference (+48 h, 2DyMean), 1-σ
for the 2day forecast (2DySTD), and 3day forecast mean
value percent difference (+72 h, 3DyMean), and 1-σ for the
3day forecast (3DySTD). In each hour epoch example, the
mean value, e.g., NowMean, is the simple arithmetic mean
(total of the data for all hours in the 2001 or 2005 test period
at that hour epoch divided by the number of nonzero
elements). The standard deviation is calculated on the mean
values so that the 1-σ results can be reported as ratios.
[75] For high solar activity in 2001, the mean of the 1 day

predictions for the entire data set are 99% of the actual
Dst values, the 2 day predictions are 90%, and the 3 day
predictions are 60%. The reason that the 3 day predictions
deteriorate is that if there are large Dst events, they tend
to arrive earlier than 3 days and these are not predicted;

thus, the prime source of error at 3 days is in themagnitude
of the events. For low solar activity in 2005, the values are
slightly worse for each of the 3 days although the fore-
cast-to-actual ratios of the 1-σ standard deviations are bet-
ter than in 2001, i.e., less scatter. It is unclear why this
difference occurs and is an area of study.
[76] Figures 16a and 16b as well as Figures 17a and 17b

show the Tables 2 and 3 mean value and 1-σ differences
for the 00 UT nowcast, current epoch, 1 day, 2day, and
3day forecast comparisons in 2001 and 2005. The 12UThour
plots were similar and are not shown. The blue line is the
relevant comparisonwhile the red lineswere from reference
comparisons not directly related to this discussion.

5. Conclusions
[77] The Anemomilos algorithm was developed to serve a

unique customer in a specific operational system. It is a
redundant capability for forecasting geomagnetic distur-
bances to the thermosphere and was not designed as a
replacement for physics-based models such as ENLIL/
Cone/WSA and does not specify parameters that would be
expected of those types of models. It does not model nor
predict storms resulting from high-speed streams (HSS or
CIRs) with origins in coronal holes. It creates forecasts with

Figure 16. (a) 2001 00 UT mean % ratio. (b) 2001 00 UT
1-σ % ratio.

Figure 17. (a) 2005 00 UT mean % ratio. (b) 2005 00 UT
1-σ % ratio.
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15min cadence, 1h time granularity, 144h prediction win-
dow (6 days), and up to 1h latency. The output forecasts
are particularly useful for thermospheric density models
such as JB2008 that is used for estimating satellite drag in
Low EarthOrbit. The physical basis forAnemomilos assumes
a relationship between the injected poloidal magnetic flux
into solar toroidal flux tubes, the subsequent initiation of
an eruption that is observable in 0.1–0.8 nm X-rays with
the energetically associated acceleration of eruptive flux
ropes off the Sun, and the arrival of the cloud of charged
particles at Earth that then affect the main magnetic field,
causing a measurable Dst perturbation that is a proxy for
high latitude thermospheric heating relevant to operational
satellite drag monitoring.
[78] TheGOESXRS 0.1–0.8 nm flare fluxmagnitude, and its

integrated light curve, provides a kinetic energy proxy (mass/
quantity and speed). It is combined with an IMF connectivity
proxy, i.e., the observed solar eruptive event location relative
to the solar ecliptic-corrected center of solar disk. The observ-
ables enable a deterministic, data-driven forecast of the Dst.
The mass/quantity and speed (kinetic energy proxy) observa-
tional techniques using the Xhf flare index magnitude and
integrated irradiance are described as the erupting event loca-
tion (IMF connectivity proxy) monitoring technique using the
SDO/EVE/SAM observations. Examples of the 19 January
2012 solar flare, EFR, and Dst events are shown.
[79] Linear regression correlations were calculated for

every hour of January through July 2001 andMarch through
September 2005 at high and low solar cycle activity. The
results indicate that the high solar activity conditions give
a slightly better correlation between Dst forecasts and mea-
surements compared with low solar activity for mean value
differences and one-sigma standard deviations.
[80] We conclude that Anemomilos has been successful

because of two factors:
[81] 1. high-level physical processes starting from the Sun

and ending at the Earth that create a Dst disturbance are
broadly understood; this permits the use of generalized as-
sumptions as the basis for observing proxies for kinetic en-
ergy (flare flux magnitude for ejecta mass/quantity and
flare integrated irradiance for line-of-sight speed) and IMF
connection (erupting event location); these assumptions
have allowed us to create inputs to a data-driven, determin-
istic Dst forecast system; and
[82] 2. operational measurements or proxies for these

input drivers are observable, i.e., magnitude and integrated
Xhf is the kinetic energy (mass/quantity and speed) proxy
and SDO/EVE/SAM flare brightness centroid is the IMF
connection (location) proxy; these proxies are available with
the regularity and cadence needed for operational users.
[83] We find that nearly all flare events above a certain

irradiance magnitude threshold will produce geoeffective
charged particle ejecta if they are within a defined solar
longitude/latitude region with respect to the solar disk
center and if they have sufficient speed. In addition, tempo-
rally close, small eruptive events on the Sun can produce
separated magnetized solar emissions and these can inter-
mingle on the journey from the Sun to the Earth. Through

the superposition of their energy content, they can create a
more significant Dst event at Earth.
[84] Real-time plots of the Anemomilos Dst algorithm are

updated every 100 s and available for public viewing at the
http://sol.spacenvironment.net/~sam_ops/index.html? URL,
on the SpaceWx smartphone app for iPhones, iPads, and
Android devices (icon Magnetosphere: SET-MAG: Dst
forecast), and via Twitter feeds that follow either
@spacenvironment or #spacewx. The team plans to make its
data available to the scientific community with a time lag of
approximately one week. In addition, the team is actively
submitting its forecasts to CCMC’s “Space Weather
Scoreboard.” This is an ongoing community metrics study
that is independently comparing the results of several CME
arrival and magnitude algorithms.
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Appendix A. Event listing for Dst corresponding to Xhf, velocity, solar location 
UT time (YYYYMMDDhhmm) Xhf class speed location Lat* R Az Dst size 

200101212300 80 X080 775 N00E10 5 11 -63 medium 
200101241800 56 M056 650 N00W11 5 12 65 small 
200101271200 50 M050 700 N00W05 5 7 44 small 
200101271900 43 M043 700 N00W10 5 11 63 small 
200102022000 68 M068 800 N00W15 6 16 67 small 
200102092100 58 M058 800 N00W10 6 11 58 small 
200102092300 74 M074 700 N00W12 6 13 63 small 
200102201500 59 M059 1100 N00W15 6 16 67 small 
200103020400 42 M042 1050 N00W03 7 7 23 small 
200103022300 44 M044 1500 N00W06 7 9 40 small 
200103161100 67 X067 511 N00W02 7 7 15 medium 
200103161400 45 M045 825 N00W12 7 13 59 small 
200103170400 66 X066 850 N00E01 7 7 -8 medium 
200103170500 84 M084 469 N00E20 7 21 -70 small 
200103170700 52 X052 690 N00W01 7 7 8 medium 
200103171700 50 X050 800 N00W01 7 7 8 medium 
200103180800 43 M043 418 N00W02 7 7 15 small 
200103200200 64 X064 649 N00E02 7 7 -15 medium 
200103201500 66 M066 715 N00E16 7 17 -65 small 
200103241400 53 M053 750 N00E05 6 7 -39 small 
200103242000 109 X109 600 N00E05 6 7 -39 medium 
200103281100 93 X093 525 N00E01 6 6 -9 medium 
200103281200 114 X114 525 N00E01 6 6 -9 large 
200103281500 45 X045 750 N00W01 6 6 9 medium 
200103282200 43 M043 1000 N00W01 6 6 9 small 
200103282300 63 X063 930 N00W01 6 6 9 medium 
200103291000 154 X154 750 N00W02 6 6 18 large 
200103292100 47 M047 623 N00W07 6 9 49 small 
200104021300 78 X078 800 N00E10 6 11 -58 medium 
200104041600 48 M048 825 N00W10 6 11 58 small 
200104051100 86 M086 850 N00W20 6 20 72 small 
200104052300 58 M058 825 N00E15 6 16 -67 small 
200104061900 188 M188 925 N00E50 6 50 -82 small 
200104090200 101 X101 750 S15E05 9 10 -151 medium 
200104090300 99 X099 750 S15E04 9 9 -156 medium 
200104090400 84 X084 1001 S15E03 9 9 -161 medium 
200104090500 69 M069 750 S15E02 9 9 -167 small 
200104090600 57 X057 850 S15E01 9 9 -173 medium 
200104100500 231 X231 900 S15W03 9 9 161 large 
200104100900 91 X091 550 S18W07 12 13 150 medium 
200104120000 97 M097 711 N00W25 5 25 78 small 
200104120300 126 M126 875 N00W30 5 30 80 small 
200104150600 68 X068 550 N00W02 5 5 21 medium 
200104150800 102 X102 646 N00W03 5 5 30 medium 
200104151500 148 X148 750 N20E14 25 28 -27 medium 
200104160700 57 M057 408 N00W15 5 15 71 small 
200104191100 130 X130 700 N30W20 35 39 26 medium 
200104200500 104 X104 900 N10E03 15 15 -11 medium 
200104250500 43 M043 608 N00E01 4 4 -14 small 
200104250800 69 X069 575 N00E01 4 4 -14 medium 
200105040300 52 X052 650 N00E01 3 3 -18 medium 
200105041500 69 M069 900 N00E14 3 14 -77 small 
200105050900 92 X092 550 N00W05 3 5 58 medium 
200105051800 72 M072 750 N00W10 3 10 73 small 
200105062000 114 M114 900 N00W30 3 30 84 small 
200105071200 94 X094 900 N00E10 3 10 -73 medium 
200105071600 53 M053 900 N00E05 3 5 -58 small 
200105080100 111 M111 750 N00W25 3 25 82 small 
200105100400 81 M081 750 N00E20 3 20 -81 small 
200105110700 60 X060 825 N00E05 3 5 -58 medium 
200105150900 52 M052 750 N00E13 2 13 -81 small 
200105251900 87 X087 675 N00E10 1 10 -84 medium 
200105290500 41 M041 700 N00E01 1 1 -44 small 
200106051400 64 M064 675 N00W15 0 14 90 small 
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UT time (YYYYMMDDhhmm) Xhf class speed location Lat* R Az Dst size 
200106151000 122 X122 675 N00E10 1 10 -95 medium 
200106152200 65 M065 950 N00E10 1 10 -95 small 
200106160300 41 M041 725 N00W10 1 10 95 small 
200106230800 44 M044 800 N00E05 2 5 -111 small 
200503022200 46 M046 875 N00W03 7 7 23 small 
200503031500 107 M107 950 N00W30 7 30 76 small 
200503101200 41 M041 775 N00E01 7 7 -8 small 
200503102000 40 M040 775 N00W01 7 7 8 small 
200503131500 58 M058 900 N00W10 7 12 54 small 
200503150700 73 X073 550 N00W03 7 7 23 medium 
200503211500 67 M067 750 N00W10 7 12 54 small 
200503251500 43 M043 600 N00E02 6 6 -18 small 
200504031700 42 M042 3000 N00W01 6 6 9 small 
200504032200 60 X060 3000 N00W05 6 7 39 medium 
200504100000 91 X091 1100 N00W09 6 10 56 medium 
200504100100 44 M044 1500 N00W10 6 11 58 small 
200504101000 44 M044 750 N00W11 6 12 61 small 
200504101100 60 M060 850 N00E10 6 11 -58 small 
200504110200 45 M045 700 N00E04 6 7 -33 small 
200504110400 40 M040 550 N00E02 6 6 -18 small 
200504111900 42 M042 550 N00W05 6 7 39 small 
200504120700 61 M061 475 N00W10 5 11 63 small 
200504121700 102 M102 475 N00W20 5 20 75 small 
200504161600 50 M050 750 N00W10 5 11 63 small 
200504241700 41 M041 550 N00W10 4 10 68 small 
200504260400 132 X132 750 N00W30 4 30 82 medium 
200504280200 93 M093 900 N00E17 4 17 -76 small 
200504291900 71 M071 1050 N00E17 4 17 -76 small 
200505060500 75 X075 800 N00E03 3 4 -44 medium 
200505060900 57 X057 850 N00E01 3 3 -18 medium 
200505061600 104 X104 1625 N00E16 3 16 -79 medium 
200505061700 151 X151 1625 N00E24 3 24 -82 medium 
200505062100 60 M060 950 N00E15 3 15 -78 small 
200505062300 44 M044 725 N00W10 3 10 73 small 
200505070800 58 M058 650 N00E15 3 15 -78 small 
200505091000 67 M067 1050 N00W15 3 15 78 small 
200505091100 86 M086 800 N00W20 3 20 81 small 
200505091500 52 M052 775 N00W14 3 14 77 small 
200505092100 72 M072 700 N00W20 3 20 81 small 
200505092300 79 M079 600 N00W20 3 20 81 small 
200505120700 106 X106 650 S10W05 7 8 144 medium 
200505131700 218 X218 1050 N12E17 14 21 -49 large 
200505132000 120 M120 1350 S05W25 3 25 97 small 
200505132100 105 M105 850 S05W26 3 26 96 small 
200505132200 100 M100 1150 S05W27 3 27 96 small 
200505142100 58 M058 1250 N00W10 2 10 78 small 
200505150000 64 M064 1000 N00W10 2 10 78 small 
200505150300 49 M049 900 N00W12 2 12 80 small 
200505170200 76 X076 600 S20E10 18 20 -151 medium 
200505170300 117 X117 600 S18E09 16 18 -151 medium 
200505170400 95 M095 750 S18E08 16 17 -154 small 
200505170500 75 M075 750 S18E07 16 17 -156 small 
200505181500 54 M054 750 N00W14 2 14 81 small 
200505201800 58 M058 1175 N00E12 2 12 -80 small 
200505202200 78 M078 975 N00E12 2 12 -80 small 
200505261300 55 M055 1100 N00E14 1 14 -85 small 
200505261400 102 X102 900 N00E13 1 13 -85 medium 
200505262100 196 X196 625 N00W30 1 30 88 medium 
200505262300 72 X072 575 N00E08 1 8 -82 medium 
200505270600 62 X062 550 N00E04 1 4 -75 medium 
200505271200 115 X115 675 N00E08 1 8 -82 medium 
200505281700 43 M043 775 N00W10 1 10 84 small 
200505282200 48 M048 700 N00W12 1 12 85 small 
200506022000 58 M058 1200 N00E10 0 10 -90 small 
200506030200 81 X081 1200 N00E05 0 4 -90 medium 
200506030400 72 M072 1050 N00E10 0 10 -90 small 
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UT time (YYYYMMDDhhmm) Xhf class speed location Lat* R Az Dst size 
200506040300 58 M058 1100 N00E08 0 7 -90 small 
200506081900 45 X045 475 N00E01 0 0 -90 medium 
200506091300 80 X080 575 N00E05 0 4 -90 medium 
200506091500 54 M054 850 N00W10 0 10 90 small 
200506120300 127 X127 875 N00W30 0 29 90 medium 
200506121500 76 M076 700 N00W20 0 19 90 small 
200506172200 59 M059 550 N00E10 1 10 -95 small 
200506180200 46 M046 550 N00E05 1 5 -101 small 
200506180900 86 M086 550 N00W20 1 20 92 small 
200506181800 40 M040 550 N00W05 1 5 101 small 
200506190000 44 M044 550 N00W10 1 10 95 small 
200506191200 55 M055 550 N00W15 1 15 93 small 
200507051500 64 M064 750 N00W15 3 15 101 small 
200507061800 54 M054 750 N00E12 3 12 -104 small 
200507070500 42 M042 875 N00E08 3 8 -110 small 
200507071200 89 X089 925 N00E02 3 3 -146 medium 
200507071600 173 M173 850 N00E45 3 45 -94 small 
200507081600 80 X080 625 N00E02 3 3 -146 medium 
200507091000 81 X081 675 N00E02 3 3 -146 medium 
200507101500 93 X093 725 N00E01 3 3 -161 medium 
200507102000 62 M062 825 N00E10 3 10 -106 small 
200507141000 183 M183 1000 N00W43 4 43 95 small 
200507151300 66 M066 1150 N00E13 4 13 -107 small 
200507151400 68 M068 1150 N00E12 4 12 -108 small 
200507161300 54 M054 675 N00W15 4 15 105 small 
200507161900 42 M042 625 N00E03 4 4 -143 small 
200507171400 64 M064 525 N00E16 4 16 -104 small 
200507231100 62 M062 600 N00W07 5 8 125 small 
200507260800 64 M064 825 N00E16 5 16 -107 small 
200508011400 147 M147 650 N00E35 5 35 -98 small 
200508031400 71 M071 750 N00E14 6 15 -113 small 
200508032100 87 X087 675 N00W08 6 9 127 medium 
200508052000 69 M069 600 N00E18 6 18 -108 small 
200508061900 41 M041 775 N00E05 6 7 -140 small 
200508220100 215 M215 750 N00W55 7 55 98 small 
200508221700 245 M245 775 N00W65 7 65 97 small 
200508230600 75 M075 775 N00E20 7 21 -109 small 
200508231200 71 M071 700 N00E19 7 20 -110 small 
200508231400 177 X177 2000 N07W05 0 4 90 large 
200508240100 53 M053 600 N00W08 7 10 131 small 
200508240700 101 M101 575 N00W29 7 29 104 small 
200508262100 58 M058 600 N00E14 7 15 -116 small 
200508262200 63 M063 600 N00E13 7 14 -118 small 
200508272100 70 M070 750 N00W15 7 16 115 small 
200508281000 102 X102 600 N00E03 7 7 -156 medium 
200508291700 63 M063 900 N00W16 7 17 114 small 
200508292200 75 M075 800 N00E15 7 16 -115 small 
200508300000 62 M062 700 N00W14 7 15 116 small 
200508310100 57 M057 950 N00E10 7 12 -125 small 
200508311000 93 M093 775 N00E27 7 27 -105 small 
200508311300 104 M104 750 N00W21 7 22 108 small 
200509012300 97 M097 950 N00E18 7 19 -111 small 
200509020100 51 M051 800 N00E10 7 12 -125 small 
200509030500 64 M064 875 N00W10 7 12 125 small 
200509060900 95 X095 575 N00W16 7 17 114 medium 
200509061100 96 M096 700 N00W17 7 18 112 small 
200509061400 80 M080 675 N00W18 7 19 111 small 
200509061500 88 M088 600 N00W19 7 20 110 small 
200509061600 98 M098 600 N00W20 7 21 109 small 
200509062000 179 M179 625 N00W52 7 52 98 small 
200509062100 206 M206 625 N00W53 7 53 98 small 
200509062200 205 M205 750 N00W59 7 59 98 small 
200509071800 242 M242 650 S11E72 18 72 -108 small 
200509081700 56 M056 750 N00E14 7 15 -116 small 
200509082100 203 M203 725 N00E55 7 55 -98 small 
200509090200 127 M127 700 N00E36 7 36 -101 small 
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UT time (YYYYMMDDhhmm) Xhf class speed location Lat* R Az Dst size 
200509090300 164 M164 750 N00E45 7 45 -99 small 
200509091900 220 M220 775 N00E60 7 60 -98 small 
200509092000 287 M287 625 S10E75 17 75 -107 small 
200509092200 199 M199 750 N00E55 7 55 -98 small 
200509102200 204 M204 700 N00E50 7 50 -99 small 
200509110000 125 M125 600 N00E35 7 35 -102 small 
200509111300 141 M141 700 N00E35 7 35 -102 small 
200509120500 96 M096 750 N00E27 7 27 -105 small 
200509120900 170 M170 700 N00E45 7 45 -99 small 
200509131900 208 M208 850 N00E51 7 51 -98 small 
200509132300 185 M185 750 N00E45 7 45 -99 small 
200509141000 81 M081 700 N00W20 7 21 109 small 
200509150900 165 M165 700 N00W40 7 40 100 small 
200509161500 116 M116 750 N00W30 7 30 103 small 
200509220000 67 M067 750 N00E18 6 18 -108 small 
200509220700 81 M081 625 N00E15 6 16 -112 small 
200509230600 58 M058 675 N00E14 6 15 -113 small 
201201181800 107 M107 750 N18E32 22 38 -52 small 
201201191400 166 X166 850 N34E27 38 45 -30 medium 
201201191500 179 X179 933 N34E27 38 45 -30 medium 
201201230200 128 M128 1348 N29W22 34 39 29 small 
201201230300 200 M200 900 N29W22 34 39 29 small 
201203050300 204 X204 1350 N20E58 27 61 -59 medium 
201203050400 145 M145 1465 N20E40 27 46 -51 small 
201203062300 245 X245 650 N08E32 15 35 -63 large 
201203070200 115 M115 950 N17E29 24 36 -47 small 
201203090500 79 M079 850 N16W04 23 23 9 small 
201203131600 196 X196 1407 N18W56 25 59 60 medium 
201203131700 202 X202 1407 N18W56 25 59 60 medium 
201203141400 124 M124 974 N14E37 21 41 -57 small 
201204181400 62 X062 354 S26W33 21 38 125 medium 
201204181600 77 X077 593 S26W32 21 37 125 medium 
201204191000 81 X081 625 S25W27 20 33 128 medium 
201205071300 147 M147 800 S19W48 16 49 111 small 
201205092000 103 M103 838 N15E25 18 30 -52 small 
201205112200 54 M054 575 N06W11 9 14 50 small 
201206131200 126 M126 725 S18E20 18 26 -133 small 
201206141300 138 M138 525 S18E07 18 19 -159 small 
201206141400 127 M127 450 S18E06 18 18 -162 small 
201206141500 102 M102 1219 S19E06 19 19 -163 small 
201207050600 51 M051 648 S17W28 20 33 127 small 
201207051200 51 M051 750 S20W32 23 38 128 small 
201207121500 174 X174 600 S14W01 17 17 176 medium 
201207121800 130 X130 650 S14W04 17 17 167 medium 
201207122000 100 M100 900 S14W05 17 17 164 small 
201207122100 90 X090 650 S15W06 18 18 162 medium 
201207122300 67 X067 750 S16W08 20 21 159 medium 
201209011100 56 X056 750 N02E02 5 5 -158 medium 
201209020300 61 X061 650 N03W05 4 6 128 medium 
201209020900 46 M046 450 N04W10 3 10 106 small 
201209050700 117 X117 750 S13E10 20 22 -154 medium 
201209272300 91 X091 950 N09W31 3 31 84 large 
201210050900 50 M050 750 S24W37 30 46 133 small 
201211151200 67 M067 575 N09E14 7 15 -63 small 
201211201900 71 M071 640 N06E16 4 16 -75 small 
201211210500 54 M054 650 N05E11 3 11 -74 small 
201211210600 77 X077 700 N06E11 4 11 -69 medium 
201211211400 107 X107 600 N06E04 4 5 -44 medium 
201211211600 60 M060 300 N06E07 4 8 -60 small 
201211211700 56 M056 300 N06E05 4 6 -51 small 
201211212000 40 M040 194 N07E02 5 5 -21 small 
201211212100 52 X052 194 N07E02 5 5 -21 medium 
201211212200 42 M042 750 N07E02 6 6 -18 small 

Note: shaded rows were used in Table 1. 
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Appendix B. Glossary 
AE   auroral electrojet 
AER  Atmospheric and Environmental Research 
AIA  Atmospheric Imaging Assembly 
Anemomilos Greek for “windmill;” also the SET algorithm name for Dst forecasting 
CCMC  Community Coordinated Modeling Center 
CIR  co-rotating interaction region 
CME   coronal mass ejection 
Cone  CME initiation model 
CORHEL Corona-Heliosphere model 
CRC  Carmel Research Center 
DMSP  Defense Meteorological Satellite Program 
Dst  Disturbance storm time index 
EFR Erupting Flux Rope 
EIT Extreme ultraviolet Imaging Telescope 
ENLIL  solar wind model 
EVE  EUV Variability Experiment 
FUV  far ultraviolet 
GCR  Galactic Cosmic Ray 
GEO  Geosynchronous Earth Orbit 
GIC  ground induced current 
GOES  Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites 
HAF  Hakamada-Akasofu-Fry kinematic solar wind model 
IMF  Interplanetary Magnetic Field 
IPS   Interplanetary Scintillation 
ISO  International Standards Organization 
iSWA  integrated Space Weather Analysis 
IX   integrated irradiance of the Xhf hourly flare index  
JB2008 Jacchia-Bowman 2008 thermospheric density model 
LASCO Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph 
LASP  Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics 
LDE  long duration event (solar flare) 
LEO  Low Earth Orbit 
LFM  Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry Global Magnetospheric Model 
M-I-T  magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere 
MAPS  Magnetospheric Alert and Prediction System 
MEO  Medium Earth Orbit 
NAIRAS Nowcast of Atmospheric Ionizing Radiation System 
NOAA  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
OpenGGCM Open Geospace General Circulation Model 
PFSS  Potential Field Source Surface 
RCM  Rice Convection Model 
RSGA  Report of Solar Geophysical Activity 
RSI  Rice University Space Institute 
SAM  Solar Aspect Monitor 
SBIR  Small Business Innovative Research 
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SDO  Solar Dynamics Observatory  
SEC  Space Environment Corporation 
SEP  solar energetic particles 
SET  Space Environment Technologies 
SOHO  SOlar and Heliospheric Observatory satellite 
SpaceWx smart phone app 
SSC  Sudden Storm Commencement 
SWMF  Space Weather Modeling Framework 
SWPC  Space Weather Prediction Center 
SXI  Solar X-ray Imager 
SXR  Soft X-ray 
TRL  Technology Readiness Level 
UCB  University of Colorado 
USAF  U.S. Air Force 
USGS  U.S. Geological Survey 
UT   Universal Time 
WSA  Wang-Sheeley-Arge model 
Xb10  daily X-ray background 
Xhf  hourly X-ray flare index 
XRS  X-Ray Spectrometer 
XUV  Soft X-ray 
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